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Introduction.

This paper introduces a crypto token called 
"Sapient Wellness Token (SPW)" that aims to 
improve peoples' mental health and wellness 
by reducing stress and financial worries.

Mental health is one of the essential parts of human life, and mental 
stress can cause significant problems like depression. An estimated 
264 million people are affected by depression globally.

One of the main reasons causing mental health is financial worries 
and issues. Sapient Wellness Token's goal is to reduce that by 
providing a crowd-funded way of giving people a way to enrich their 
financial future via crypto. It will ensure $SPW holders' financial 
freedom.
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How does it work.

Sapient Wellness Token will create a stable 
passive income source for its holders. The 
tokenomics is designed to provide holders and 
investors maximum benefits.

8% of every transaction tax will be redistributed to holders. Holders 
only need to hold $SPW in their wallet of choice, and they will be 
rewarded $BUSD. $BUSD aka Binance pegged USD is a regulated 
stable-coin pegged 1-1 to the US dollar.

Rewards are triggered once the amount is high enough to cover the 
gas fee and will be automatically sent every 60 minutes to all $SPW 
holders. 
**It might take a bit longer to trigger the reward depending on a 
holder's holdings and trading volume.**
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Sapient Wellness project's tokenomics is 
designed to give back to the community as 
much as possible. There will be a 14% 
transaction tax on all transactions. 8% will be 
redistributed to all holders, 3% will be 
transferred to the liquidity pool on 
Pancakeswap, 2% will be used to buyback and 
burn, and the remaining 1% will go to the 
marketing wallet to grow the project even 
more enormous.

Total Supply: 100,000,000 (100 million)

Tokenomics Breakdown.
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Transaction Tax.

1% - Marketing Wallet.
2% - BuyBack & Burn.

3% - Liquidity Pool.

8% - Redistributed to
all holders in $BUSD.
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Mooning Features.

Liquidity Pool:
The liquidity pool has been locked and certified to ensure traders can 
always Buy & Sell without liquidity issues and provide more stable 
value. 3% of every transaction tax is deposited to the LP.

BuyBack and Burn:
Our BuyBack system purchases $SPW from multiple exchanges & 
burns them permanently. It ensures less coin circulating in the market 
and creates higher demand, thus raising the value. It generates 
further $BUSD rewards & Green Candles, leaving fewer coins receiving 
rewards in the future. 2% of every transaction tax is deposited for 
BuyBack & Burn.
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Anti-Whale Mechanism:
Our Anti-Whale Mechanism ensures that no single sell order can be 
executed that amounts to more than 0.125% of the current circulating 
supply. It ensures $SPW never faces large selloffs or price 
manipulations.
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